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Germany delays MKS 180 contract award 

 

A possible design of the German Navy's Multi-role Combat Ship. Photo: Bundeswehr 

A 4 billion euro (approx. $4.5B) contract for the construction of the German Navy’s new MKS 180 
(Mehrzweckkampfschiff) ship has been delayed by six month, news agency Reuters has reported. The German defense 
ministry is postponing the contract to ensure high-quality standards are met, the report said. This means that the final 
agreement can be expected to be made by the end of 2017. 

Acquisition of the Multi-role Combat Ship 180 (Mehrzweckkampfschiff MKS 180) – previously designated as ‘Korvette 
131’ – is one of the biggest German defense projects. Three teams made up of two companies each are in the race for 
the contract. German Naval Yards Kiel has teamed up with British BAE Systems in a bid to steal the contract from the 
ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems/Lürssen duo and the Dutch-German team made up of Damen and the Blohm+Voss 
shipyard. 

Four ships are planned to be built with the first one entering service in 2023 under a planned budget of €3.9 billion 
(US$4.3 billion). Operational requirements initially set the number of ships to be built at 6, but financial constraints 
forced Germany to cut the number to four. According to the German Navy, the decision whether to build boats five 
and six will be made at a later point in time. Source : Naval Today 

Update: Fire outbreak will not affect Brandenburg’s training schedule 

The German Navy said October 10 that the fire which broke out on FGS Brandenburg earlier would not affect its 
training schedule. According to the navy, the F123 frigate will be able to take part in the Flag Officer Sea Training 
(FOST) which is taking place in Britain at the end of October. FOST is an important step in operational training and 
certification. 

FOST is based out of naval bases in the United Kingdom and delivers operational training across all disciplines for the 
Royal Navy and other navies that wish to make use of its services. To remind, a fire broke out on FGS Brandenburg 
while the ship was in the Baltic Sea. According to the German Navy, the fire was located in the starboard funnel area 
and was extinguished by the ship’s crew. 

It took the crew 15 minutes to bring the fire under control and no one was hurt in the process, the navy wrote. 
However, a part of the ship’s propulsion plant was damaged and could not be used. The navy did not provide specific 
information on the extent and cost of damage. Brandenburg sailed into naval base Kiel under its own power where it is 
currently undergoing damage assessment and repair works. Source : Naval Today 

 



U.S. Navy conducts LCS restrained missile firing 
 
The U.S. Navy successfully completed a restrained firing test of the 
Longbow Hellfire missile for the littoral combat ship's surface-to-
surface missile module, the sea service announced Thursday. 

The Longbow Hellfire has been undergoing developmental testing 
for incorporation into the missile module, which is part of the LCS 
surface warfare mission package, the Navy said in a statement. 

The testing achieved a module milestone by demonstrating its 
ability to withstand heat and fire in the event of an unplanned 
rocket motor ignition. 

Before the missile is integrated and tested on board an LCS, the 
tests must be accomplished to prove system safety. During the 
test, one live missile with an inert warhead and nonfunctional 
guidance section was fired but restrained in the launcher. 

As the missile's rocket motor burned, exhaust and flames ducted 
properly through the missile exhaust containment structure. The 
Navy plans to deploy Longbow Hellfire missiles on board an LCS by December 2017. Structural LCS test firing is 
scheduled for March. Source : Space War 

Poland blames Airbus for grounding chopper talks 
 
Poland on Saturday blamed French aeronautics giant Airbus for the 
breakdown in talks over a multi-billion euro contract for military 
helicopters that has triggered a spike in tensions with Paris. 

"I want to make it perfectly clear that it wasn't the Polish side who 
broke off the talks," Polish Defence Minister Antoni Macierewicz 
told reporters Saturday in Warsaw. 

French President Francois Hollande postponed a visit to Poland 
due next week after Warsaw announced Tuesday that the talks 
with Airbus had flopped. 

Negotiations were focused on the "offset" segment of a contract 
for the purchase of 50 multipurpose Caracal helicopters in a deal 
worth 3.14 billion euro ($3.5 billion). 

Offsets are arrangements whereby a supplier of military hardware 
typically sweetens a deal by setting up a factory in the purchasing 
country or agrees to place orders with companies there. 

"Airbus Helicopters did not make a satisfactory offer in the last phase of talks. They didn't respond to the Polish 
position and this is why negotiations on the contract stopped," Macierewicz said. "Unfortunately the two sides did not 
see eye to eye on the offset package," Macierewicz said, but declined to provide details. Announcing the breakdown 
on Tuesday, Poland's development ministry said, "the differences in the negotiating positions of both sides preclude a 
compromise, so further negotiations are pointless." 

Poland's deputy defence minister Bartosz Kownacki said those differences added up to "several billion zloty" (hundreds 
of millions of dollars/euros) and that Warsaw "couldn't accept the shortfall." France holds a minor stake in Airbus. Paris 
insists the company had "gone very far in its offer", proposing an "unprecedented" offset worth 100 percent of the 
contract value, a source close to the talks told AFP. President Hollande had been due to visit Poland next Thursday but 
his office said the visit had been put back. Instead, he was sending Foreign Minister Jean-Marc Ayrault for talks, said a 
statement. 

A source close to the talks said a visit to Poland by French Defence Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian set for next Monday 
had also been called off. Poland's Macierewicz also said Saturday that Warsaw was keen to buy a new batch of 
multirole military helicopters "as soon as possible" but did not announce a new contract tender. 

 

 



Poland's previous liberal government announced in 2014 it was planning to buy Airbus choppers as part of a major 
military upgrade triggered by regional tensions over Russia's annexation of Crimea from Ukraine that year. But the 
new rightwing Law and Justice (PiS) administration called the deal into question not long after it took office in late 
2015. Source : AFP 

India delivers fast patrol vessel to Mauritius 
 

India’s Goa Shipyard Limited has delivered the fast patrol vessel 
MCGS Victory to Mauritius, which is due to receive a second 
next year. The vessel was ceremonially handed over to K Jhugroo, 
Deputy Commissioner of Police, Mauritius Police Force, on 26 
September at Goa Shipyard Limited (GSL) in the presence of 
senior officials from Mauritius and India. According to the 
Mauritius Police Force, it is expected to arrive in Mauritius 
sometime this month. 

The contract for the vessel was signed on 17 May 2014 and the 
keel was laid on 18 December that year. “Despite all the 
challenges, including delay of over six months in supply of steel 
and being the first ship of the series, we have successfully 
delivered this ship as per contractual schedule of September, 
2016, i.e. within 20 months of keel laying which is a record in 
itself, and is in line with the track record of GSL in recent years of 

timely deliveries and shows the dedication and commitment of all the stakeholders involved,” chairman and managing 
director of Goa Shipyard Shekhar Mital said. 

MCGS Victory will be used for coastal patrols, counter-piracy, search and rescue, counter-smuggling and anti-
poaching. The vessel is 48 metres long and is fitted with a 30 mm CRN-91 cannon and 12.7 mm and 7.62 mm 
machineguns. It is powered by three waterjets, each driven by an MTU 16V4000 M90 diesel engine, giving a top speed 
of 35 knots. Range is more than 1 500 nautical miles and endurance is seven days. Mauritius will receive a second fast 
patrol vessel, MCGS Valiant, in 2017. The island nation is strengthening its maritime capabilities, and on 12 March this 
year commissioned ten 14.5 metre Fast Interceptor Boats (FIBs) from Goa Shipyards Limited.  

The boats were delivered in two batches in January and February this year. The bulk of the FIBs will be used to 
conduct day and night patrols and periodic Special Forces Operations (SFOs) in shallow waters.Some of the vessels will 
be stationed on Rodrigues, the second biggest island, to provide emergency Search and Rescue (SAR) services to the 
residents of the isles around it. Each boat has a top speed of 35 knots with a cruising speed of 20 knots, along with an 
endurance of over 200 km. The boats were ordered along with machineguns, ammunition and body armour for the 
crews. 

The Mauritius National Coast Guard on 14 July inducted a third Do 228 aircraft into service to patrol the nation’s 
coastline. It was ordered on 27 November 2014 from India and was built there by Hindustan Aeronautics Limited 
(HAL). Special mission equipment has been added to the aircraft for its maritime surveillance role, including a 360 
degree surveillance radar, Forward Looking Infra-Red (FLIR) system, Traffic Collision and Avoidance System and 
weather radar. The total cost of the ten FIBs, two fast attack craft and one Do 228 aircraft was $27 million, which was 
paid through a loan facility advanced to the government of Mauritius by the Export-Import Bank of India. The ten 
interceptors were ordered from Goa Shipyard Limited on 4 April 2014 for a total sum of $6 million. Source : 
defenceWeb 

China Berates New Zealand over South China Sea Stance 

China rebuked New Zealand's defence minister at the opening of a high-profile security forum in Beijing on Tuesday, 
criticizing his stance on tensions in the disputed South China Sea, saying countries not involved should not interfere. 
China claims almost the entire South China Sea, through which about $5 trillion worth of trade passes each year. 
Brunei, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan and Vietnam also have claims. 

An international tribunal in the Hague ruled in July that China had no historic title over the waters and had breached 
the Philippines' sovereign rights there. That decision infuriated Beijing, which dismissed the court's authority. We 
"hope that countries who are not involved in the disputes respect the countries who are having the disputes to ... work 
among themselves," Fu Ying, chairwoman of China's foreign affairs committee for parliament, said at the Xiangshan 
Forum, which China styles as its answer to the annual Shangri-La Dialogue security forum in Singapore. 



"Outside involvement, I think the developments have shown, interferences, can only complicate the differences and 
sometimes even add to the tension," Fu, a former deputy foreign minister, said. Fu, who was chairing the session, 
made her comments immediately after New Zealand Defence Minister Gerry Brownlee spoke at the start of the forum. 
"We oppose actions that undermine peace and erode trust and would like to see all parties actively take steps to 
reduce those tensions," Brownlee said. 

"As a small maritime trading nation, international law and, in particular, the United Nations Convention on the Law of 
the Sea is important for New Zealand. We support the arbitral process and believe that countries have the right to 
seek that international resolution," he said. This isn't the first time China has clashed with New Zealand over the 
dispute. In February, New Zealand urged Chinese restraint after Beijing's apparent deployment of an advanced missile 
system on a South China Sea island, while Beijing said New Zealand's proposal was unconstructive. 

Brownlee on Tuesday honed in on the issue of China's building of artificial islands in the territory, including new 
airstrips, which has rattled nerves around the region. "A particular cause of ... heightened tension has been the 
reclamation and construction activity and deployment of military assets in disputed areas," he said. China says much of 
the building and reclamation work it has been doing in the South China Sea is to benefit the international community, 
including improving civilian maritime navigation. 

After Fu's response, Brownlee said it was reasonable for New Zealand to express its concerns, which represent smaller 
countries as well, as all parties are able to have a say. Since the ruling, China and members of the Association of 
Southeast Asia Nations (ASEAN) have been trying to reduce tension in the region. Chinese Defence Minister Chang 
Wanquan told the forum that China and ASEAN would hold maritime drills next year, though he gave no details, 
adding China was willing to "manage disputes". 

A Malaysian general said on the sidelines of the forum that China had been exercising restraint and there had been no 
increase in Chinese military activity in the parts of the South China Sea which Malaysia claims. "In fact we are 
establishing military cooperation with China to build up confidence so that we understand one another better," said 
Malaysia Armed Forces chief Zulkefli Mohd Zin. Source : The Maritime Executive 

Not unexpected 

Second Egyptian Mistral vessel arrives home 
 

Egypt’s second and final Mistral class landing helicopter dock 
(LHD), Anwar el-Sadat, has arrived in Alexandria, Egypt, after 
taking part in exercises with the French Navy on its delivery 
voyage. The vessel’s arrival on 6 October coincided with the 43rd 
anniversary celebrations of successes in the 1973 war with Israel. 

Anwar el-Sadat’s arrival followed several days of joint exercises, 
dubbed Cleopatra 2016, with French naval forces. Anwar el-
Sadat (L 1020) was handed over to the Egyptian Navy in Saint 
Nazaire, France, on 16 September in a ceremony attended by 
Egyptian and French officials, and departed St Nazaire on 21 
September.  

On 10 October 2015, DCNS signed a contract with the Ministry of 
Defence of the Arab Republic of Egypt for the supply of two 
Mistral-class LHDs. The delivery of the first of these two helicopter 

carriers, the LHD Gamal Abdel Nasser (L 1010) took place on 2 June 2016. 

By 2020, DCNS will have supplied seven combat vessels to Egypt. In July 2014 Egypt ordered four Gowind corvettes, 
and in August 2015 received the FREMM multi-mission frigate Tahya Misr. Alexandria shipyards is building three of 
the four Gowind corvettes acquired in 2014 – work on the first began at the beginning of this year. DCNS floated out 
the first Gowind it is building for Egypt on 17 September ahead of delivery next year. Source : defenceWeb 

At least they have crews for all their ships – as can be seen in the photo above. Not yet sure why they 
need them as they have no expeditionary aims outside of own waters! 

Australian Navy patrol boats undergo mid-life refit 

Australian shipbuilder Austal has announced that it was contracted to deliver a mid-life remediation program to the 
Royal Australian Navy’s Armidale Class patrol boat (ACPB) fleet. The company said it would undertake a number of hull 



remediation and configuration changes as well as planned and corrective maintenance work on up to seven ACPB’s at 
the company’s Henderson, Western Australia shipyard from October 2016. 

Austal is already delivering in-service support to the Australian Border Force’s fleet of eight Cape-class patrol boats 
(designed and constructed by Austal) and has been contracted to provide in service support for nineteen steel Pacific 
Patrol Boat Replacement (PPB-R) vessels, as they enter service from late 2018. 

Austal Chief Executive Officer David Singleton commented: “As the original designer and builder of the Armidale Class, 
Austal is in an ideal position to deliver this important, mid-life enhancement work to a proven naval platform. Our 
inherent knowledge base and practical experience building and servicing the hard working Armidale fleet will ensure 
the vessels depart Austal in 2017 as a fully operational and effective capability.” 

The Armidale Class patrol boat (ACPB) is a 56 meter all-aluminium monohull patrol boat designed and constructed by 
Austal for the Royal Australian Navy. Fourteen ACPB’s were delivered from 2005 to 2007 and will represent Australia’s 
essential patrol capability until new offshore patrol vessels start entering the fleet from 2020. Source : Naval Today 

Whilst the Austal has a reputation for aluminium hulls and has been well supported by the RAN wrt 
Patrol Boats, there is one inherent problem and that is the relatively short operational lifespan of such 
hulls which are prone to cracks etc. Thus they need a rather intense refit to keep them operational for 
their planned 16-18 year life cycle 

Chinese Fishing Vessels Ram Korean Coast Guard Boat 

 

File image 

South Korean authorities issued a formal diplomatic protest Monday regarding the Chinese fishing vessels that rammed 
and sank a Korean Coast Guard boat last week. On Friday the South Korean coast guard was attempting to interdict an 
illegal fishing operation off of the island of Socheongdo, where they say 40 Chinese fishing vessels had gathered. 
The Coast Guard alleges that during the operation, two fishing vessels intentionally ran down a Korean 25-foot 
speedboat, forcing one officer into the water. The serviceman was rescued unharmed.  

The Korea Herald said that the head of the Coast Guard's central region described the ramming as "attempted 
murder." The Chinese vessels suspected of ramming and sinking the speedboat reportedly escaped into Chinese 
waters, and Seoul appealed to the government in Beijing to arrest the fugitive ships and their crews.  

Clashes over fishing in the waters off Incheon have resulted in many fatalities over the years. In September, three 
Chinese fishermen died in a fire after the Coast Guard used flashbang stun grenades during a forced boarding, likely 
igniting a blaze in the deckhouse. One fisherman was shot and killed in October 2014; another died after being hit by 
rubber bullets in 2012. A South Korean coast guard officer was stabbed and killed during an interdiction mission in 
2011, and another was struck and killed in 2008.  

Lawmakers in South Korea's parliament called Monday for a tougher response to illegal Chinese fishing vessels. "The 
violent, illegal activities by Chinese fishing boats are beyond a tolerable level. I would say they are not fishermen but 
pirates," said Representative Woo Sang-ho of the opposition Minjoo Party, as reported by Korea Times.  



Aggressive attempts by Chinese fishermen to enter foreign waters are being met with increasing force in many 
countries around the world. In March, Argentinean coast guard forces fired on and sank a Chinese trawler after it 
allegedly attempted to ram a patrol ship; Indonesian authorities have taken to regularly blowing up or sinking seized 
fishing boats, including Chinese vessels, a policy that has won widespread domestic approval. Source : The Maritime 
Executive 

READER COMMENT 

I think that a nuclear submarine capability for a country like Brazil with its very long coastline and offshore fuel assets 
striving for independence from outside influences and the lead nation in a continent makes an awful lot of strategic 
sense. The present economic wows will delay it, but the country has too much inherent critical mass to stop it in the 
long run from becoming a big power. Their approach  to Naval construction reminds me of the sausage theory, if there 
is lots of meat you produce a nice thick sausage, when there is less meat you produce a thinner sausage, but you 
never allow a break in the sausage. The main thing is you do not lay off the butcher and his staff or close the shop. 
 The South Atlantic is their pond. 

Maybe but that is the benefit of AIP. To date, all SSN operators have international interests which 
require expeditionary forces such as SSNs. The only current operator which does not is India which is in 
a power struggle with China. A good example is Australia which has a vastly bigger coastline than Brazil 
and dependencies a long way away but has not shown interest in very expensive nuclear power. 

AGS  

PS. Due to a problem with Office Outlook which took 2 hours to reboot, the news is a bit late and is 

being sent without an editorial check and limited comment. 


